Abstract. Any source code can be modified in several ways to confuse plagiarism detection systems. Such diverse modifications require the usage of systems which can handle different types of plagiarism. The usage of automatic source code plagiarism detectors has implications for computing education. This paper extends Pedersen's work, a Bioinformatics method, by performing the application of this method on programming plagiarism domain, and by analyzing the usage of such tools through a discussion associated with the support for professors in assessing students' assignments. The application results are compared to a commonly used solution for the same purpose, the JPLAG tool. As a result of the evaluating study, the applied method showed a higher rate of similarity for specific types of plagiarism. Also, as a result of the analysis involving the use of an automatic tool for plagiarism in programming showed the benefits for computing education.
Introduction
Plagiarism is a common problem that cannot be limited to academic cases [Chuda et al. 2012] . A survey with academic students indicates a rate of 72,5% from the participants admitted to plagiarizing at least once during their study obligations, for instance: writing a computing assignment or writing an essay, term paper, research, and others. Considering the particular case of writing a coding assignment, the results indicate that 50% of the students have plagiarized in programming courses by changing their source code [Sraka and Kaucic 2009] .
Given the importance of the topic, plagiarism detection systems have been developed to assess student assignment authenticity [Prechelt et al. 2002] . As shown in [Le Nguyen et al. 2013] , the usage of automatic plagiarism detectors can reduce considerably the academic dishonesty. Furthermore, such solutions can support professors by avoiding time-consuming and extra effort activities associated with the manual process of identifying plagiarism on student's assignment. However, the benefits are viable since the tools have high quality to assess plagiarism. Otherwise, the students are motivated to complain about false detections.
The programming plagiarism can be done by performing modifications on the source codes. For instance, modification of control structures, variables, data structures or structural redesign [Durić and Gašević 2013] . According to [Roy and Cordy 2007] , such modifications can be classified into four types of source code plagiarism based on the level of identification difficulty. The identification of source code plagiarism is based on different methods and techniques that are applied to plagiarism detectors. Although there are a number of proposed solutions in computing plagiarism field, none of them might contemplate every type of source code plagiarism. However, a study in field of computer security, conducted by [Pedersen et al. 2012] has shown the opportunity of applying a Bioinformatics inspired method in the plagiarism detection area.
The Bioinformatics method proposed by [Pedersen et al. 2012 ] "utilizes an interdisciplinary approach to determine the pedigree of a digital artifact". This method models digital artifacts into a DNA sequence. For example, a source code file is a digital artifact since it has a binary representation and; for this reason, a process of turning such representations into a DNA sequence allows to execute powerful bioinformatics alignment tools to identify the level of similarity between these modeled sequences. The reporting generated from the utilized alignment tool shows the regions of similarities of these sequences, and it can be designed to provide information about the level of similarity among the digital artifacts or source codes. The similarity reporting can be used to build an automatic student plagiarism detection tool, which aids teachers to assess programming assignments in computing or related courses.
In the present work, we propose validating this Bioinformatics method through its application in the context of detecting source codes plagiarism and analyzing the implications of its usage for computing education. To perform the validation, we conduct an empirical study based on the execution of the Bioinformatics method in four different experiment scenarios. Each scenario is related to a specific type of source code plagiarism proposed by [Roy and Cordy 2007] . Every result is compared to one of the most accepted tools for detecting programming plagiarism, in this case, the chosen is the JPLAG.
Background
The application of the Bioinformatics method for detecting source code plagiarism requires knowledge over an interdisciplinary approach. It involves the field of Bioinformatics and programming plagiarism. This section shows basic concepts for both areas.
Bioinformatics
The deoxyribonucleic acid, commonly referred to as DNA, is related to the material that chromosomes are made of. The DNA is composed of a chain of repeating monomers, better known as nucleotides. The nucleotides found in deoxyribonucleic are four: guanine, cytosine, thymine, and adenine. These nucleotides are represented through the abbreviations G, C, T, A and U, respectively [Hunter 2012 ]. In the field of computing, the DNA can be modeled as a chain of characters [Arya et al. 2017] . The molecular structure of DNA is a double helix, which generates a double-stranded form [Watson et al. 1953] . Each strand is located by an associated direction, known as prime positions. The prime positions are referred to as 5' prime and 3' prime. The direction of the strands is from 5 to 3 or 3 to 5, each strand is anti-parallel to the other [Pedersen et al. 2012] .
A DNA sequence can be compared to other DNA sequence through the process of alignment [Orabi et al. 2014] . The sequence alignment is a technique to identify regions of similarities among sequences. Figure 1 illustrates the process of alignment given two DNA sequences. The sequence alignment can be done by two different approaches such as local alignment and global alignment. The global alignment recognizes the similarity between prime positions considering the entire sequences. Unlike global alignment, the local type seeks for specific regions of similarity. Both types of alignment shows how similar two sequences might be [Jayapriya and Arock 2015] . As shown in Figure 1 , the DNA sequence alignment consists of comparing nucleotide by nucleotide. There are three scenarios as results of these comparisons: match, mismatch, and gap. The match scenario is the scenario when both nucleotides are equal. Unlike the match case, the mismatch scenario is when both nucleotides are different to each other. Finally, the gap scenario represents the absence of at least one nucleotide. A general process of alignment utilizes a scoring system. Each scoring system attributes different values for each possibility of existed scenario. The final score is the sum of all individual scores obtained in the alignment, and that gives the result of this general process.
Programming Plagiarism
According to [Parker and Hamblen 1989] , a plagiarized source code can be defined as a result of modifications produced from another source code. For instance, the following modifications might be performed in a plagiarized source code: comments changes, indentations changes, control structures changes, variables changes, and data structures changes.
A plagiarized source code can be identified by its type of programming plagiarism as demonstrated by [Roy and Cordy 2007] , and there are four types of programming plagiarism and two categories. The types are referred to as type I, type II, type III, and type IV. The categories based on similarity are textual and functional.
The type I are similar source codes except for modifications in its comments and whitespace. The Figure 2 shows an example of two fragments of codes modificated by comments and whitespace changes from type I. This type of plagiarism belongs to the textual category since the modifications are textual and not functional.
The type II, illustrated by the Figure 2 , stands for modification on variables such as name changes, type changes, and literal changes. Furthermore, it might contain the type I as well.
For the type III, source codes can suffer further modification such as insertion of statements or a removal of statements. The Type I and II are also included. An example of type III is shown in the Figure 2 .
Finally, the last type is the IV. It belongs to the functional similarity category since the source codes might be different on the textual content of the codes, but their functionalities are the same. It is the most difficult type to identify. The Figure 2 shows an example of this type.
Figure 2. Examples of Source Code Plagiarism Types
There are other studies related to classifying the types of programming plagiarism as presented in [Sraka and Kaucic 2009] . However, in this presented work, the next section utilizes the plagiarism types that have been shown in this background.
Evaluating Study
Our evaluating study is based on four different scenarios. Each scenario seeks to evaluate the bioinformatics method for detecting a specific type of programming plagiarism, which is presented in the background section of this paper. This evaluating study aimed to answer two research questions:
• RQ1: Does the bioinformatics method identify the four specific types of source code plagiarism? • RQ2: Does the source code plagiarism detection with the bioinformatics method have higher rate of similarity than JPLAG?
The bioinformatics method proposed by [Pedersen et al. 2012] can be abstracted in 4 main sequential steps when applied to source code plagiarism area. The general overview of the method is shown as an activity diagram in Figure 3 . The step 1 is selecting two source codes as digital artifacts.
Step 2 is generating two synthetic DNA from the digital artifacts.
Step 3 is executing the alignment between two synthetic DNA. Finally, step 4 is identifying the rate of similarity from the executed sequence alignment. In step 1, it is collected the source codes for detecting programming plagiarism. A source code is a digital artifact, which is an input for generating a synthetic DNA sequence in the immediate next step. The step 2 is responsible for creating a synthetic DNA sequence from these artifacts.
A synthetic DNA sequence is a chain of nucleotides as well as a regular DNA sequence. However, it represents digital artifacts content and not living organisms. This creation is made with a specific algorithm developed by [Pedersen et al. 2012] . All the content of a digital artifact has its representation in ASCII binary code. For this reason, every textual aspect of a source code, which is the actual content, has a representation in binary. The size of each character in ASCII has one-byte size. A nucleotide is generated by two contiguous bits following a specific mapping. The mapping of this method defines the base "T" for bits "00", "G" for bits "01", "C" for bits "10" and "A" for bits "11". Thus, the algorithm works by mapping a character into four nucleotides as shown an example: the word "if" in Figure4. In step 3, it is performed a sequence alignment for identifying similarities between two synthetic DNA sequences. This process is made by a bioinformatics tool. In this work, it is utilized the EMBOSS tool, even though the BLAST tool is a widely used bioinformatics tool as shown in [Sawyer et al. 2019] . The preference for EMBOSS was justified by the type of alignment, which is global. The BLAST tool is used for local alignment, and this evaluating study uses a global alignment. The bioinformatics tools provide a reporting about the alignment. This reporting is analyzed in the final step.
The last step, it analysis the reporting provided by the EMBOSS tool. One of the parameters of the alignment result is the rate of similarity. This numerical similarity value represents how similar two sequences are to each other. The goal is to identify a percentage value which is capable of showing how similar two source codes might be. For this reason, this parameter fits our needs in this application of the bioinformatics method for detecting programming plagiarism. Therefore, the result of the detecting plagiarism process, in this work, is based on the numerical value represented by the rate of similarity parameter.
Test Scenarios
This evaluating study executed 20 times this bioinformatics method for detecting programming plagiarism through 10 different source codes pairs as shown in Figure 5 . Each scenario contemplates a specific type of plagiarism in source code. This evaluating study considers, in terms of analysis, just one test by scenario since the selected test can represent all related tests of the programming plagiarism type in question.
The selected tests for the four scenarios were extracted from the background section of this research. The source codes pairs are represented by the Figure 2 . The scenarios I, II, III and IV represent plagiarism type I, II, III and IV, respectively. The next section discusses the findings after performed the application of the method. 
Results
In table 1 is shown the results of this evaluating study. Each result assesses a specific type of programming plagiarism, which is identified by a rate of similarity in percentage. This numerical value is obtained from the bioinformatics method and the JPLAG. As proposed in the previous section, this study aimed to answer the following research questions: 4.1. RQ1: Does the bioinformatics method identify the four specific types of source code plagiarism?
For The type I, the evaluated method shows a rate of 72.6% of similarity between the selected two source codes in scenario I. This result indicates the compromised ability of this method to recognize precisely techniques related to variations in comments and whitespace. This problem is justified by the feature of mapping every character of the source code content. For this reason, whitespaces and comments are also mapped into a nucleotide even though they should be irrelevant for the detecting process.
Although the method is still capable of recognizing programming plagiarism type I as we can see at its rate of similarity, it could be improved by using source code normalization filters. The use of a filtering process can eliminate unnecessary mapping of bits into nucleotides. For instance, the comments or whitespaces could be ignored before mapping a source code.
The evaluated method is able of recognizing the type II as shown in table I. The rate of similarity is 94.9%, which indicates the precise recognition for this specific programming plagiarism type. The techniques of changing variables are not sufficient to confuse this method in the process of recognizing this type of plagiarism.
In the plagiarism type 3, the evaluated method shows a rate of 80.5%. This result ensures the potential ability of this method in recognizing further modification such as insertion of statements or a removal of statements. Also, it demonstrates its efficiency to handle type I and II at the same time the plagiarized source code utilizes techniques of further modifications. Lastly, the type 4 which is the most difficult plagiarism type according to [Roy and Cordy 2007] , the rate of similarity is 49.8%. This result indicates that changes need to be addressed for improving the ability of the evaluated method for detecting this type of plagiarism.
4.2. RQ2: Does source code detection with the bioinformatics method have higher rate of similarity than JPLAG?
The result presented by the evaluated method for the plagiarism type I is 72.6%. However, JPLAG identifies the same plagiarism type with a rate between 90% and 100%. In this scenario, the JPLAG has a higher rate of similarity than the evaluated method.
For the scenario II, the evaluated method has a rate of 94.9%. The JPLAG identifies a similarity range between 90% and 100%. Both plagiarism detection systems show the same result, but the evaluated method is more specific.
While JPLAG has not identified plagiarism as expected for scenario III, the evaluated method recognizes a rate of 80.5%. The plagiarism type III is related to further modification and not just basic techniques for confusing plagiarism detection systems as the type I and II. The JPLAG considers the source code pair as being the lowest similarity range, which is from 0% to 10%.
In the last scenario, the presented results are different for each plagiarism detection system. While the JPLAG has considered the lowest similarity range, the evaluated method identifies a rate of 49.8% in similarity for the source code pair tested.
Implications of Bioinformatics for Computing Education
Nowadays, different studies have been proposed to innovate the educational scenario associated with teaching-learning processes. According to [Barbosa and Souza 2018] , the usage of software and automatic tools is a trend in the evolution of educational processes. The support for pedagogical decision-making is only one of the potential applications aided by using technology. This way, a Bioinformatics inspired method application for helping professors with the problem of detecting source code plagiarism in student assignments from programming or related courses is useful. The benefits of such solutions can be associated with the reduction of time-consuming and error-prone activities.
A solution based on bioinformatics is considered for solving the plagiarism detection since this interdisciplinary field of science has been studying similarity problem involving DNA and protein sequences. As a result, several efficient methods have been developed to compute how similar different sequences can be. By transforming source code into biological sequences, it is possible to seize such tools to apply an efficient method to detect programming plagiarism. The expected results are the possibility to detect different types of plagiarism with a less computational cost. To confirm such an ideal goal, this present work showed the application of a bioinformatics method to detect every type of source code plagiarism following the classification indicated by [Roy and Cordy 2007] .
To seek for plagiarism in individual assignments from different students can be a complex task, which consumes extra effort. An automatic tool for this purpose comes in handy to avoid such problems aside from the elimination or reduction of academic dishonesty that affects teaching-learning processes. However, the proposed tool has to be capable of detecting as much as possible source code plagiarism types considering the field of programming. Otherwise, the benefits cannot be viable since the quality of the solution is compromised. As suggested for [Almeida et al. 2018] , the indicators to assess the quality of educational software is a form to validate a proposed solution such a detector of plagiarism. One of the indicators is associated with the presence of failures, by which in this context would demotivate professors. Furthermore, the students would complain about the results of a low-quality programming plagiarism detector.
Once found a way to handle the programming plagiarism problem in education, the professors can act to avoid and identify the motivations and reasons why their students are committing plagiarism. Not to mention the fact that along the academic journey of students, the awareness of legal and ethical aspects involved in plagiarism could be increased as mentioned by [Mozgovoy et al. 2010 ] the importance of tackling it.
As pointed out by [Ribeiro et al. 2018b, Stadelhofer and Gasparini 2018] , most of the students have difficulty to learn programming, and others have no motivation because they consider it as an irrelevant theme. Such thoughts contribute to raising academic dishonesty on assignments and other obligations during a computing course. Additionally, the advent of the internet allows anyone to find a potential solution for his academic assignments by simply copying someone else's work [Novak 2016 ].
To address the problem of difficulty, the usage of an automatic detector by professors can be useful to identify potential students passing through this issue, and it is possible to make an appropriate decision regarding to support those who are not understanding a subject covered in the plagiarized assignment. Likewise, it is helpful to use such tool to prevent a student from failing a class since the same identified students are likely to fail as stated by [Ribeiro et al. 2018a ] a study about the importance to early predicts the potential failing students.
Concluding Remarks
This research aimed to verify the applicability of the bioinformatics method for detecting source codes plagiarism, and its implications for computing education. According to the evaluating study, the bioinformatics method shows its potential to contemplate all the four specific types of source code plagiarism following the classification proposed by [Roy and Cordy 2007] . In addition, the method has presented a higher rate of similarity than JPLAG in specific scenarios of plagiarized source codes.
The proposed method has the potential to become an automatic tool for detecting source code plagiarism. Such a tool can be useful to support professors in computing and related courses by seeking plagiarism in students assignments and other class obligations involving coding. The implications for computing education seems to be diverse, and the direct benefits are the reduction of time-consuming and extra effort activities for professors. Furthermore, the indirect benefits are the identification of potential failing students, students with difficulty to learn programming and contribution to the formation of students with legal and ethical awareness regarding academic dishonesty.
As future work, we intend to propose a novel approach to detect source code plagiarism based on the bioinformatics method applied in the present work. The main goal of a novel method is to overcome the weakness of the evaluated method. Also, we intend to evaluate the implications for computing education in a real-world scenario in university courses based on empirical research.
